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Pension application of Daniel Marshall R6928     f25VA 
  Transcribed and annotated by Will Graves   3/4/13: rev'd 10/30/23 
[Methodology:  Spelling, punctuation and/or grammar have been corrected in some instances for ease of reading and to facilitate searches of the 
database.  Where the meaning is not compromised by adhering to the spelling, punctuation or grammar, no change has been made.  Corrections or 
additional notes have been inserted within brackets or footnotes.  Blanks appearing in the transcripts reflect blanks in the original. A bracketed 
question mark indicates that the word or words preceding it represent(s) a guess by me.  The word 'illegible' or 'indecipherable' or ‘undeciphered’ 
appearing in brackets indicates that at the time I made the transcription, I was unable to decipher the word or phrase in question.  Only materials 
pertinent to the military service of the veteran and to contemporary events have been transcribed. Affidavits that provide additional information 
on these events are included and genealogical information is abstracted, while standard, 'boilerplate' affidavits and attestations related solely to 
the application, and later nineteenth and twentieth century research requests for information have been omitted.  I use speech recognition software 
to make all my transcriptions.  Such software misinterprets my southern accent with unfortunate regularity and my poor proofreading skills fail to 
catch all misinterpretations.  Also, dates or numbers which the software treats as numerals rather than words are not corrected: for example, the 
software transcribes "the eighth of June one thousand eighty six" as "the 8th of June 1786."  Please call material errors or omissions to my 
attention. Researchers should not rely solely on the transcripts but should review the originals for themselves. These transcripts are intended as an 
aid to research, not to be used in lieu thereof.] 
 
[Heavily edited for spelling, but left most of the "Marshall" names spelled "Martial" which is 
how the JP spelled them throughout the affidavit.] 
State of Tennessee Rutherford County 
 Be it remembered that Drwry Lanin1 a resident of this County personally appeared before 
me John D Gilmore an acting Justice of the peace for Rutherford County aforesaid on this the 
Second day of May in the year 1837 who being duly sworn upon the holy Evangelists of 
Almighty God the truth to speak touching the heirship of Josiah Martial [Josiah Marshall] & 
William Martial, Robt. Martial [Robert Marshall] not known whether he is Dead or alive or left 
any heirs Daril Martial Jr. [Daniel Marshall, Jr.], Walter Martial [Walter Marshall], George D. 
Martial [George D. Marshall], Polly Dejanott the widow of James Dejanette Dec'd Nancy White 
the wife [of] Henry White she is now Dead leaving of one heir Robt. M. White [Robert M. 
White], Elizabeth Hall the wife of John C. Hall, Micheal Hamilton wife of Thomas Hamilton, 
Martha Drake the widow of Joseph Drake Deceased, Mildred Curl the wife of P. J. Curle, Isabila 
Ezell [Isabella Ezell] the wife of Uberto D. Ezell heirs of Daniel Martial [Daniel Marshall] Sr. 
Deceased and also Touching the Service of the said Deceased in the Revolutionary War deposeth 
as follows to wit Drury Lain says he is now in his 81st year that he was acquainted with Daniel 
Martial Senor [Daniel Marshall, Sr.] in the State of Virginia about 35 or 40 years or upwards and 
that we was both born & raised in the State of Virginia Camiel [Campbell] County to the Best of 
my knowledge his first Tower [tour] of Duty was as a comacery [commissary?] at Petersburg 
Virginia his officer and Regiment not recollected his next Tower of Duty was at Gilford North 
Carolina [Guilford North Carolina] and had a waggon and Team of his own in the Service to my 
best Recollection and said Martial Moved from the State of Virginia to the State of Tennessee 
Rutherford and died in said County near Murfreesborough in the year 1821 or thereabout to the 
best of my Recollection I was in the Revolutionary War fifteen months and am now Drawing a 
Small pension myself from the United States I believe the foregoing named children to be heirs 
of Daniel Martial signor as I was personally acquainted with them and their names and further 
the Deponent saith not. 
       S/ Drury Lain, X his mark 
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